DIABETES AWARENESS PROGRAMME MULTIPLE DISTRICT 105
Guide for Clubs to arrange Diabetes Screening
This should be discussed and the form completed by the Club and their own Diabetic officer.
1. Consider a venue (for a Lions function) or suitable event where members of the public will be
present.
2. If Lloyds are to be requested for help, evenings or weekends should be considered.
3. During what hours would you envisage the screening to take place?
4. Lloyds will require a large table and six chairs. All other equipment they need they will bring
with them. Do not get involved with their set up unless specifically asked, all Lions are asked
to do is to attract members of the public to take five minutes out of their day for a simple test
to detect diabetes. Tell them of the side effects if not treated and then ask the patient to
complete the Lloyds consent form. Feed and water the Lloyds team but do not touch their
equipment or waste! The insurance for the screening procedures is covered by Lloyds
5. At the end of the session, Lloyds will advise you on the total number of tests carried out, how
many have been requested to take a further fasted test and the number who have been
referred to their GP. Report these numbers to your District Diabetes officer and also in a
report (with photographs) for inclusion in your District Governor’s newsletter.
6. Advertise the event in the format of the Lions Club of ………….. are holding a screening for
diabetes in conjunction with Lloyds Pharmacy ……………Branch.
7. Clubs to obtain half a dozen or so clipboards together with pens.
8. Keep your District Diabetes officer and your member of the Diabetic Team, up to date with the
progress of arrangements for the event
9. Please remember Lloyds staff normally carry this assistance out in their own time, we cannot
demand or insist on their help.
There will be instances where, due to location, Lloyds will be unable to assist. If I can be of any
further assistance, do not hesitate to contact me direct.
Lion Trevor Hull
District 105EA Diabetes Officer
8 Patricia Gardens, South Green, Billericay, Essex. CM11 2QR
Mobile: 07870 481711
Email: diabetes@lions105ea.com

LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT 105EA
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE WITH DIABETES SCREENING
To: Lion Trevor Hull
8 Patricia Gardens,
South Green,
Billericay,
Essex.
CM11 2QR

Date:

We,
Lions Club, intend to hold a Diabetes screening as a single event /
combined with other activities on between the hours of
At

and request the assistance of Lloyds Pharmacy to carry out the testing. We will provide
whatever reasonable assistance is required by Lloyds.
Please add the name and address of the Lion to which your response should be made:
Lion

Telephone :
Thank You
The nearest known Lloyds Pharmacy Branch is:
Telephone:

